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Presbyterian Banner
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand,
content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the
latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.

Pitman's Journal
If you like bad-boy heroes, western settings, and a sexy, sassy heroine you will love Jennifer Ryan's newest Wild Rose Ranch
book! Perfect for fans of Diana Palmer, Linda Lael Miller, and Jodi Thomas. One minute down-on-his-luck rancher Austin
Hubbard slept soundly, the next, a sassy spitfire dumped a pitcher of water on his head and woke him up—in more ways
than one. Hired to help him rebuild his ranch, Sonya Tucker ends up helping him put the tattered pieces of his life back
together. The capable, all-business accountant is on a mission to get the ranch up and running, but can he convince the
temptingly beautiful woman to take a chance on him? Sonya was dismayed that Austin had lost it all: money, family,
respectability. Things she—who’d been raised by her mother at Nevada’s notorious brothel Wild Rose Ranch—only dreamed
about. But working with the long, lean cowboy shows her that Austin is honorable to his core. Together they slowly grow to
see what the love between them might bring. But then Austin’s powder keg of a family feud explodes, exposing long-buried
secrets, and threatening their new-found love…

Rites of Peace: The Fall of Napoleon and the Congress of Vienna
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“McBride writes with the perfect mixture of suspense and horror that keeps the reader on edge.” —Examiner IT LIVES. In a
research hangar in Virginia, a Unit 51 team studies an ancient but long-dormant virus that can transform human
physiology—and turn it into something else. . . IT MUTATES. In the Amazon rainforest, a newly evolving life form known as
Subject Z acquires the ability to think conceptually, build elaborate traps, create new carriers—and spawn a new race . . . IT
SPREADS. In Mexico and Turkey, the men and women of Unit 51 race to uncover a global link between the mutations: a
connection as ancient as the oldest tombs on earth—and as alien and unknowable as the universe itself. But time is running
out. The infected are growing in number. And the nightmare is going viral. “This novel is for everyone who’s still a little
scared of the dark . . . a very good sci-fi/thriller.” —The Oklahoman on Subhuman “Thriller powerhouse McBride begins his
Unit 51 series . . . evoking feelings of shock and terror.” —Publishers Weekly on Subhuman

The Editor
Fans of RaeAnne Thayne and Debbie Macomber will love this USA Today bestselling author's latest holiday romance about
two single parents whose holiday wishes come true in the small town of Highland Falls. Can the magic of mistletoe bring
together two busy single parents? Mallory Maitland knows all too well what it's like to feel abandoned, which is why she's
sworn never to give up on her two stepsons -- her late husband's children. But when the teens land in hot water, she's got a
whole new problem: how to resist the caring and incredibly hot Chief of Police Gabriel Buchanan. All Mallory wants is to give
the boys a magical holiday. She doesn't need the distraction of wondering what it would be like to kiss Gabriel under the
mistletoe. After his wife died, Gabriel left his job as an adrenaline-chasing New York City homicide detective to focus on
raising his three sons. But back in Highland Falls, he doesn't have to go looking for trouble. It finds him -- in the form of a
beautiful neighbor and her troublemaking stepchildren. With Gabriel's mother-in-law looking for any excuse to gain custody
of his sons, Gabriel can't risk getting involved with Mallory, even though she's the only woman capable of making this
Christmas -- and all the rest to come -- his best ever.

The Nation
Saturday Review
Bestselling authors and world-renowned marketing strategists Al and Laura Ries usher in the new era of public relations.
Today's major brands are born with publicity, not advertising. A closer look at the history of the most successful modern
brands shows this to be true. In fact, an astonishing number of brands, including Palm, Starbucks, the Body Shop, Wal-Mart,
Red Bull and Zara have been built with virtually no advertising. Using in-depth case histories of successful PR campaigns
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coupled with those of unsuccessful advertising campaigns, The Fall of Advertising provides valuable ideas for marketers -all the while demonstrating why advertising lacks credibility, the crucial ingredient in brand building, and how only PR can
supply that credibility; the big bang approach advocated by advertising people should be abandoned in favor of a slow buildup by PR; advertising should only be used to maintain brands once they have been established through publicity. Bold and
accessible, The Fall of Advertising is bound to turn the world of marketing upside down.

The Chicago Daily News Almanac and Year Book for
(Drum Instruction). The art of jazz drumming has greatly evolved through generations of players whose approaches have
influenced styles, techniques, and even the tools with which this music is played. No other tool is as immediately identified
with jazz than the retractable wire brush used by drummers throughout the world. In this book, acclaimed Grammy Awardwinning jazz drummer, composer, educator, and producer Ulysses Owens Jr. (Christian McBride, Gregory Porter, Ted Nash,
Joey Alexander, and many others) explains the history of the development of the brushes in jazz along with exercises and
illustrations to help you play with authenticity and ease.

America's Textile Reporter
From the moment rancher Jack Turner rescues Jenna Caldwell Merrick, he is determined to help her. Soon, he is doing more
than tend her wounds; he is mending her heart. Jenna is a woman on the run—hunted down by her ex-husband, David
Merrick, from the day she left him, taking part of his company with her, to the second she finds herself in the safety of
Jack's ranch. More than just a haven, Jack's offering the love, family, and home she thought were out of reach. Jack's
support will give Jenna the strength she needs to reclaim her life. The hunted will become the hunter, while David gets what
he deserves, when they have an explosive confrontation in the boardroom of Merrick International. But not before Jack and
Jenna enter into a fight … for their lives.

The New Republic
Falling for Owen
Following on from his epic ‘1812: Napoleon's Fatal March on Moscow’, bestselling author Adam Zamoyski has written the
dramatic story of the Congress of Vienna.
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Saved by the Rancher
The Dial
Ava is a firebug—she can start fires with her mind. Which would all be well and good if she weren't caught in a deadly
contract with the Coterie, a magical mafia. She's one of their main hitmen . . . and she doesn't like it one bit. Not least
because her boss, Venus, killed Ava's mother. When Venus asks Ava to kill a family friend, Ava rebels. She knows very well
that you can't say no to the Coterie and expect to get away with it, though, so she and her friends hit the road, trying
desperately to think of a way out of the mess they find themselves in. Preferably keeping the murder to a minimum, in Lish
McBride's Firebug.

Firebug
New York Times bestselling author Jennifer Ryan's follow-up to Waiting on a Cowboy in the exciting new McGrath series.
Meet New York Times bestselling author Jennifer Ryan's McGraths: a family as untamed as the land they call home. Skye
Kennedy has always loved the close-knit community of Sunrise Fellowship--but when she witnesses the commune's new
leader commit a terrible crime, she fleesand finds herself in Montana, on the McGrath ranch, and drawn to the stoic yet kind
man determined to help her. Declan McGrath has always handled things himself and focused more on work than his love
life. With his newlywed brothers distracted by their beautiful wives, Declan has even more work on his hands. But when
Skye arrives at the ranch starving and desperate for work, his loner days are over. Skye wants to keep her distance and
protect Declan from the deadly threats facing her, but soon their relationship morphs into something much more than
either of them expected. When she fights back against those out to destroy Sunrise Fellowship, Skye and Declan will have
to do everything to protect not just Skye's community, but also their new love

Billboard
A triumph of the imagination, rich in incident and beautiful in its detail, Cloudsplitter brings to life one of history's legendary
figures--John Brown, whose passion to abolish slavery lit the fires of the American Civil War in a conflagration that changed
civilization.

Dylan's Redemption
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The Chicago Daily News Almanac and Year Book for
We Are Called to Rise
As a boy in Brooklyn's Red Hook projects, James McBride knew his mother was different. But when he asked about it, she'd
simply say 'I'm light-skinned.' Later he wondered if he was different too, and asked his mother if he was black or white.
'You're a human being,' she snapped. 'Educate yourself or you'll be a nobody!' And when James asked what colour God was,
she said 'God is the colour of water.' As an adult, McBride finally persuaded his mother to tell her story - the story of a
rabbi's daughter, born in Poland and raised in the South, who fled to Harlem, married a black man, founded a Baptist
church, and put twelve children through college.

Fall and Rise
Restless Rancher
Billboard
An Uncommon Whore
Henry Shackleford is a young slave living in the Kansas Territory in 1856 a battleground between anti- and pro-slavery
forces when legendary abolitionist John Brown arrives. When an argument between Brown and Henry's master turns violent,
Henry is forced to leave town along with Brown, who believes Henry to be a girl and his good luck charm. Over the ensuing
months, Henry, whom Brown nicknames Little Onion, conceals his true identity to stay alive. Eventually Brown sweeps him
into the historic raid on Harpers Ferry in 1859 one of the great catalysts for the Civil War.

Love of a Cowboy
Some secrets are meant to be revealed … Or so you’ll discover, in three sexy, unforgettable Valentine’s Day stories from
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New York Times & USA Today bestselling author Jennifer Ryan and contemporary romance stars Candis Terry and Jennifer
Seasons. Waiting for You by Jennifer Ryan Rancher Grant Devane has waited for Taylor Larson’s return to Fallbrook for more
than ten years. Now that the fearless beauty has come home on her terms, he’ll do anything and everything necessary to
win back her heart. Sweet Fortune by Candis Terry Sarah Randall is tired of being invisible to the opposite sex. So when a
leap of faith sends her to Sweet, Texas, and into the path of ridiculously hot Deputy Brady Bennett, she’s determined to
catch his eye … even if it means staying hidden just a little bit longer. Major League Crush by Jennifer Seasons Professional
baseball player Drake Paulson can’t help wanting to know more about his cute, shy neighbor. But when he discovers her
deepest secret and she flees, it’ll be up to him to win her trust—and her love—one gift at a time.

Resources
The Billboard Book of Top 40 Country Hits
All the information since the earliest Billboard charts were originally compiled in 1942 is gathered into this one essential
reference on country music that has been updated and expanded to capture today's top recording artists and their biggest
songs. Original.

He Shall Thunder in the Sky
There's a new sheriff in Fallbrook … Meet Dylan McBride. Jessie Thompson had one hell of a week. Dylan McBride, the boy
she loved, skipped town without a word. Then her drunk of a father tried to kill her, and she fled Fallbrook, vowing never to
return. Eight years later, her father is dead, and Jessie reluctantly goes home—only to come face-to-face with the man who
shattered her heart. A man who, for nearly a decade, believed she was dead. Dylan accepted the position as sheriff of
Fallbrook looking for a fresh start and a chance to uncover the truth about Jessie's disappearance. He knew he'd have to
face a few ghosts … he just never thought one would be Jessie, all grown up, stunning … and alive. The pull between them
is instant, but Dylan's heart has already mourned Jessie, and she has secrets she can never share. Can they escape the
darkness of their past for a chance at a bright future together?

The Return of Brody McBride
The black sheep of Fallbrook is back . . . And he's in for the surprise of his life. Former bad boy, now-decorated Army Ranger
Brody McBride is home and on a mission: Find the woman he never should have left behind and right the wrong he did eight
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years ago. When the man she loved broke her heart and skipped town, Rain Evans picked up the pieces. But along with
heartbreak, Brody left her something infinitely better than she could have imagined: two beautiful daughters. One she gave
birth to, and the other she rescued from the woman who helped destroy her relationship with Brody. Brody is shocked to
discover he's a father, and he's more determined than ever to win back Rain and protect his girls. Can they rekindle the
love they once shared and become the family they were always meant to be? Or will a danger from their past return and
ruin everything?

The Color of Water
The Fall of Advertising and the Rise of PR
Portland Transcript
Saturday Review of Literature
“Passion among the pyramids. Forged antiquities. A country at war. A camel in the garden. A cameo by Lawrence of Arabia.
Add in Peters’s trademark intelligent plotting, engaging characters, and stylish writing and we can hardly ask for anything
more.” —Cincinnati Enquirer One of the most beloved characters in mystery/suspense fiction, archeologist and Egyptologist
Amelia Peabody bravely faces gravest peril in Cairo on the eve of World War One in New York Times bestselling
Grandmaster Elizabeth Peters’s magnificent Egyptian adventure, He Shall Thunder in the Sky. The San Francisco Examiner
calls these heart-racing exploits of Amelia and her courageous family, the Emersons, “pure delight.” But perhaps the New
York Times Book Review states it best: “Between Amelia Peabody and Indiana Jones, it’s Amelia—in wit and daring—by a
landslide.”

Mutation
Christmas on Reindeer Road
Captain Griffin Hawke has searched for his lost king and lover, Helios, for a decade, only to find him in the shackles of a
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whore with no memory of the past. Their people desperately need a leader, but Helios's return will draw dangerous
enemies.

McBride's Magazine
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand,
content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the
latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.

Confessions of a Secret Admirer
Publishers Weekly
An accessible, beautifully crafted and heartbreakingly topical novel about PTSI and the unseen effects of global conflict on
ordinary lives. Beyond the bright lights and casinos lies the real Las Vegas, a forces town. In the predawn hours, a woman's
marriage crumbles with a single confession. Across the city, Bashkim, the young son of an immigrant family, observes how
they are struggling to get by in the land of opportunity. Three thousand miles away on the other side of the United States, a
soldier, recently returned from active service in Iraq, wakes up in hospital with the feeling he's done something awful. In
Laura McBride's heartbreaking and authentic novel, these disparate lives are brought together by one split-second choice;
this is a story about families, the ones we are born to and the ones we choose to make. Faced with seemingly
insurmountable loss, each person must decide whether to give in to despair, or to find the courage and resilience to rise. 'A
powerful story of the way in which war detonates far from battlefields, exploding lives in a single irrevocable moment. We
Are Called to Risereverberated long after I'd put it down. I can't stop thinking about it' Sarah Blake, The Postmistress 'A
haunting and unforgettable debut' Marie Claire 'Compelling, emotional and heart-breaking' Sun 'Packs a raw, emotional
power' Sunday Mirror 'Like Donna Tartt's… The Goldfinch, it strips a layer of gloss off the Las Vegas myth by moving to the
families populating suburbia' Grazia

Cloudsplitter
The McBrides of Fallbrook return with reformed bad boy Owen. He'll do whatever he must to protect the woman who's
captured his heart. Attorney by day, rancher by night Owen McBride conquered his dark past and made it his mission to
help the innocent—even at the expense of a personal life. But when a client's abusive ex-husband targets Owen and his
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gorgeous neighbor Claire gets caught in the crossfire, his feelings turn anything but professional. The mysterious beauty
awakens something in him, and he'll move heaven and earth to keep her safe. Coffee shop owner Claire Walsh learned the
hard way that handsome men aren't to be trusted. Owen may be sexy as hell and determined to take care of her, but she's
reluctant to put her heart on the line. His presence in her life puts a target on her back, yet the more time she spends with
him, the more she finds she can't help falling for Owen.

The New York Times Book Review
Jazz Brushes for the Modern Drummer
The Good Lord Bird (TV Tie-In)
Years in the making, this spellbinding, heartbreaking, and ultimately uplifting narrative is an unforgettable portrait of 9/11
This is a 9/11 book like no other. Masterfully weaving together multiple strands of the events in New York, at the Pentagon,
and in Shanksville, Pennsylvania, Fall and Rise is a mesmerizing, minute-by-minute account of that terrible day. In the days
and months after 9/11, Mitchell Zuckoff, then a reporter for the Boston Globe, wrote about the attacks, the victims, and
their families. After further years of meticulous reporting, Zuckoff has filled Fall and Rise with voices of the lost and the
saved. The result is an utterly gripping book, filled with intimate stories of people most affected by the events of that sunny
Tuesday in September: an out-of-work actor stuck in an elevator in the North Tower of the World Trade Center; the heroes
aboard Flight 93 deciding to take action; a veteran trapped in the inferno in the Pentagon; the fire chief among the first on
the scene in sleepy Shanksville; a team of firefighters racing to save an injured woman and themselves; and the men,
women, and children flying across country to see loved ones or for work who suddenly faced terrorists bent on murder. Fall
and Rise will open new avenues of understanding for everyone who thinks they know the story of 9/11, bringing to life—and
in some cases, bringing back to life—the extraordinary ordinary people who experienced the worst day in modern American
history. Destined to be a classic, Fall and Rise will move, shock, inspire, and fill hearts with love and admiration for the
human spirit as it triumphs in the face of horrifying events.

Chasing Morgan
Book Four in The Hunted Series … FBI agent Tyler Reed trusts only facts and evidence, until the day a beautiful blonde
delivers a life-saving warning based on nothing more than a vision. Five years later, the mysterious Morgan Standish has
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used her talents to help Tyler and the FBI bring down countless criminals. Still, Tyler knows next to nothing about her. She
contacts him by phone—and by some sort of psychic connection he's not prepared to admit exists—but has not shown
herself once. Until now. Morgan's gift may let her see things others can't, but it comes at a price. Getting too close to
anyone is dangerous, especially the gorgeous, moody Special Agent Reed. For she's seen the future: if they meet again too
soon, an innocent could be lost. But when Tyler's latest case forces Morgan out of hiding, she is the one thrust into the path
of a serial killer, the Psychic Slayer, who will stop at nothing to protect the secrets only Morgan can see.
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